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Catalyze change and transform
your inventory planning
Change is hard for any organization. But Princess Auto, a nearly 90-year-old
Canadian hard goods retailer, changed its collective thinking and brought a new
level of efficiency to its inventory planning and how product flows to its customers.
BY MIKE DOHERTY AND KIMBERLEY KIRTON

“If you dislike change, you’re going to dislike irrelevance even more.”
—Eric Shineski, retired general

I

n business, the only constant is change. Given the complexity, connectedness and immediacy of today’s
modern world, it’s safe to say that you, and your organization for that matter, need to become very good at
change. Sure, we’ve attached fancy and modern names to it—pivot, for example—but the bottom line is
we all need to excel at changing our minds, our worldviews and work and personal habits.
But change is hard. To highlight just how hard,
consider the difficulty people have in changing their
habits when faced with a life-threatening situation—
people who require coronary-artery bypass surgery.
After the surgery, patients are told that they need to
change their lifestyle to maintain their health—stop
smoking, stop drinking, stop overeating, start exercising and reduce stress. Yet, study after study confirms
the dismal results—within two years of the surgery
90% have not changed their lifestyle. Those are odds
of about nine to one against you making the change,
even in a life and death situation.
It’s no surprise then that business change has similar
odds. After all, we’ve eventually realized that business
change is really about people—the ability to change
not only our own minds, but also help others change

theirs as well. Joe Jackman, in his excellent book,
“The Reinventionist Mindset,” speaking about business transformation and reinvention summed it
up perfectly when he wrote: “Change is a human
endeavor with a business consequence.” Business
change and transformation is about people and,
essentially, the inner workings of the brain.
This article outlines the approach and learnings
that Princess Auto Ltd used to completely transform
how it plans and manages the supply chain and the
flow of inventory from supplier to consumer. It will
provide details on how this 87-year-old company was
able to change the collective thinking, or mental
model, of the company utilizing many of the principles and ideas outlined in “The Catalyst,” a new
book about the process of change by Jonah Berger.

Mike Doherty is a partner with Demand Clarity Inc. He is the co-author of “A digitally connected, consumer-driven
supply chain,” which appeared in the May/June 2019 issue of Supply Chain Management Review and co-author of
“Flowcasting the Retail Supply Chain.” He can be reached at mdoherty@demandclarity.com. Kimberley Kirton is vice
president, Supply Chain Operations at Princess Auto Ltd. She can be reached at kim.kirton@princessauto.com.
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Before and after
Before the change. Princess Auto Limited (PAL) is a Canadian hard goods retailer with 49 stores located from
coast-to coast, selling a wide variety of products that are targeted to help customers—the “figure-it-outers”– do,
fix, tinker and make things. The stores and online portal offer their predominately male customers approximately
15,000 products, sourced from more than 400 merchandise vendors located around the globe, flowing through a
network of three distribution centers.
Prior to fundamentally changing planning process,
learn from it because so many fingers were in the
PAL planned the flow of inventory from supplier to stores proverbial pie, so to speak.
like many retailers—thorough a combination of re-order
After the change. In 2015, PAL realized it needed
points for every product at every store, augmented with
to improve supply chain performance and, as a result,
a collection of home-grown spreadsheets and analytical
embarked on an ambitious plan to improve planning capatools. The inventory flow planning process was really
bilities, agility, inventory flow and ultimately, store in-stock
a collection of unique approaches and tools to support
performance. The resulting design and implementation
several planning scenarios—including key ones like
helped transform the company and its supply chain to be
promotions, seasonal and product introductions and disconsumer-centric and integrated from store to supplier.
continuations. In reality, these processes weren’t linked
The team would design and implement new demand
and supply planning processes for all products, all
FIGURE 1
channels, all stores and suppliers simply by only
The inventory flow planning process
forecasting sales at the store/product level and
with diverse approaches
calculating and cascading a series of integrated
time-phased replenishment plans from store to facseasonal product
Operational
tory—commonly referred to as flowcasting.
execution
Order regularr product
The only forecasting that would occur in the
(vendor,
transportation,
entire, integrated supply chain would be consumer
Order and allocate promotional products
DC and store
sales, for a rolling period of 52 weeks, by item/
operations)
Order and allocate new products
store (or webstore). Adhering to the principle of
“never forecast what you can calculate,” all resulting time-phased inventory/supply projections would
BUSINESS PLAN
be continuously calculated (based on the forecasts
Source: Authors
and the inventory and ordering rules) and shared, as
depicted in Figure 2.
or driven by a shared view of the future—independently
In the process, the project team helped people change
developing forecasts and plans for their teams and
their thinking and behaviors in order to plan to a single set
departments, very loosely connected to the goals and
of numbers—for sales planning, replenishment planning,
aspirations of the business, as
FIGURE 2
depicted in Figure 1.
Single forecast supply chain
As a result, store in-stock and
inventory performance consistently hovered around industry
benchmarks—not surprising
because the planning processes
RETAIL
RETAIL
MANUFACTURER MANUFACTURER
RAW
STORE
DC
DC
PLANT
MATERIALS
were consistent with curSUPPLIER
rent industry practices and
thinking. In addition, when
things didn’t go as planned
it was difficult to pinpoint
Forecast
Calculation
Calculation
Calculation
Calculation
where things went wrong and
Source: Authors
almost impossible to fix and
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delivered the following
significant benefits.
• Achieved the highTO
FROM
est store in-stock levels in
• A formal, consensus driven
• No formal demand planning process
demand planning process
company history—from
• Basic re-order point planning
• Using integrated, time-phased planning
92% to 98% daily across
for regular demand
for all demand (all flows calculated from
store
to
supplier)
all items in all store loca• Manual ordering and planning processes
for seasonal and promotional demands
• Automated ordering for most demand patterns
tions (including items on
• Managing by exception
• Using A B C classification to manage workloads
promotion).
• Sharing a rolling, up-to-date supplier
• Communicating only the next order to suppliers
• Significant yearschedule with all suppliers to help them plan
• Ordering and committing promotional
•
Creating
all
purchase
orders
at
a
single,
over-year increase in sales,
and a seasonal orders with a much longer
shorten lead time
lead time
same store sales and prof• Using the projections, converted to their
• Every department developing their own
operational
language
(e.g.,
cube,
weight,
its after the first full year
internal forecasts for planning and budgeting
dollars) to work to a single set of numbers
implemented, directly
caused by increase in
Source: Authors
product in-stocks.
operations planning, financial planning and supplier
• Improved both in-store and DC inventory perforcollaboration and integration. The change in process
mance by more than 10 basis points respectively at the
and thinking is outlined in Figure 3.
same time that in-stock was increasing.
• Helped reduce in-store labor costs by close to
Changing the mental model.
half a percentage point year-over-year by flowing more
A key aspect of the change was the shift in thinking—or
product directly to the shelf.
the mental model—of people in a number of core depart• Improved supplier collaboration and performance
ments within the company. What emerged was that peoby sharing accurate, up-to-date supplier schedules—
ple within each department would focus on things where projections of planned purchase orders.
they could leverage their skills to improve the customer
The new process digitally connects the consumer
experience and collaborate with colleagues from other
to the supply chain, providing the company the capateams when required—critically, as it turned out, only by
bilities to implement a new strategic direction for
exception. The shift is depicted in Figure 4 in terms of
any-channel fulfillment. Rather than supplying online
people’s new accountabilities and responsibilities.
demand from a central warehouse, PAL is leveraging
In terms of bottom-line results, the implementation
its new capabilities to deliver online demand from a

FIGURE 3

New thinking and new processes

FIGURE 4

New accountabilities and responsibilities

MERCHANDISING
Choose the assortment
Create demand
Forecast vs. plan

RETAIL OPERATIONS
Keep on hands accurate
Flow product to the shelf
Serve customers

DEMAND PLANNING
AND REPLENISHMENT
Forecast sales
Plan the end to end
flow of goods
Communicate with
merch, ops, suppliers

OPERATIONS
Prioritize operations
based on due dates
Identify and resolve future
capacity constraints

SUPPLIERS
Produce and ship
to the schedule
Protect supply
Reasonable
terms of trade
Source: Authors
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FIGURE 5

The new planning process
BY ITEM/STORE

Buy online
Get @ store

weekly for 52 weeks
using POS history,
DPR/buying team judgment

STORE

Visibility of product flows, projected sales
and inventory units, $$

Cash
register

Home
delivery

POINT
OF SALE

VENDOR

ALL
REQUIREMENTS
CALCULATED

Projection of
our purchases
by product

for 52 weeks

S&OP

Sales forecast,
capacity, resources

DC

Visibility of product flows,
projected inventory units, $$

CAPACITY
PLANNING

Space, weight,
volume, hours
Source: Authors

number of strategically located stores across Canada, drastically reducing their fulfillment and last mile costs and cycle
times to better serve online customers. The new planning
and inventory flow model is depicted in Figure 5.
The new supply chain model is agile, flexible and consumer driven—regardless of the consumer fulfillment
model—and recalibrates the entire supply chain daily, based
on what is and isn’t selling. The process facilitates the ability
to profitably plan for and deliver to the Anywhere Shelf—the
reality that today consumers can browse and purchase merchandise from anywhere, delivered to anywhere.
The design and implementation of the new supply
chain planning model resulted in a significant change
to established business processes and their underlying
thinking and paradigms that had been ingrained over
decades. The project team had, in reality, influenced and
helped change the thinking and behaviors of hundreds of
people, across multiple organizations.
How did they do that?

Catalyzing change
People focused. Given the magnitude of the change, the
project team understood that the implementation effort
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would need to be laser focused on people—helping them
change and make the journey. Although the change was
enabled and supported by new planning technology, as
many in supply chain management can attest, people need
to change their thinking in order to maximize the value and
utility from the solution and the process it enables.
The team would use an implementation approach that
was based on thinking from the Proven Path, made famous
and successful by the Oliver Wight Group, and tailored to
Princess Auto based on a handful of successful retail implementations. A critical tenant of the approach is the need for
company-wide education about the new ways of working.
Education is not the same as training and the two are
often conflated. Education and the approach the team
undertook would be used to teach the organization the
basic process and principles behind it—what was different, why it would work and why it was better. No
software was used in this effort—rather a series of educational sessions with simple examples to highlight various scenarios—designed to engage discussion, ask and
encourage questions and spark dialogue.
Education and understanding, it turns out, is not
enough to help people make the change. The project
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team also used a number of other mechanisms to help
spurred more questions from everyone, especially the
people make the journey and, in the process, help them
people who had to change. The project team and its
change their minds and work habits. As it turns out, the
executive sponsor would use a simple framework to
team was employing a number of principles of change
shape how the change would be implemented and
that have just recently been articulated in a new, refreshinstilled (see Figure 7).
ing and valuable framework about change.
One of the tools utilized by the PAL team was “The
FIGURE 7
Catalyst,” the latest book from Jonah Berger, a marketFIGURE 7
The implementation
of change
ing professor at the University of Pennsylvania’s WharThe implementation
of change
ton School of Business, and the author of two highly
EDUCATION EDUCATION
acclaimed books, “Contagious” and “Invisible Influence.”
CEO
CEO
The refreshing aspect of Berger’s approach is his asserVP
VP
tion—and supporting examples—that in order for people
to change their mind, the barriers to change must be
Director
Director
reduced. His approach is nicely articulated in the aptly
Manager
Manager
named acronym “REDUCE” (see Figure 6).
DESIGN
Employee
Employee
Reactance.IMPLEMENT DESIGN
IMPLEMENT
FIGURE 6
When pushed,
Source: Authors
Source: Authors
Reduce roadblocks
people usually
push back.
Reactance
R
Just like a
The detailed design of how the new process and operEndowment
boxer has intu- ating model would work would be the core accountabilE
itive defensive
ity of the project team and they would work closely with
Distance
D
skills to defend their peers and people in the organization that would
against a
execute the process once people understood and agreed.
Uncertainty
U
punch, people To achieve this, the organization would need to change
C
have an
its collective mental model about supply chain planning
Corroborating
evidence
innate antiand product flow.
E
persuasion
For this to happen, the team built and delivered an
Source: Authors
system. A
education program designed to disseminate information
radar that
and solicit and demonstrate commitment to the change.
kicks in when they feel like someone is trying to conThe education started with the PAL CEO and cascaded
vince them. To lower this barrier, catalysts encourage
to all employees and team members. Starting the educapeople to persuade themselves.
tion program at the CEO level was important. The goal
Seth Godin, one of the world’s leading marketing
of the education program was to not only disseminate
experts—and author of the classic book, “Purple Cow”—
knowledge but also, importantly, to build commitment
outlined this concept beautifully: “People don’t believe
and ownership because everyone realized that a change of
what you tell them. They sometimes believe what their
this magnitude needed to be sponsored and driven by the
friends tell them. They often believe what you show
executive team with an executive level of commitment.
them. But they always believe what they tell themselves.”
Questions were at the heart of the education program.
At its core, the concept of reactance and the entire
The team had built and recorded an educational webinar
change approach the team used was grounded in “questhat explained the new process design and demonstrated
tions.” Rather than tell, the team would ask. And by
it using a series of examples, including the fundamental
asking, from a position of attempting to understand, it
principles of the process. The cascade model worked
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like this: The CEO would take the
online course and then request that
his direct reports (all SVP’s) do the
same. Once complete, the CEO would then lead a
session (supported by the design team) with his direct
reports, where a series of questions would be asked and
discussed—ensuring not only a healthy dialogue ensued, but
also, importantly, new questions would emerge that would
be answered and potentially added to the list.
At the end of the session, the team would revise the
list of questions and the CEO would outline the expectation of his direct reports; each SVP would be responsible
for ensuring their direct reports took the online course
and, more importantly, attended a facilitated session (led
by each SVP) where the questions would be discussed
and answers and opinions documented. The cascade
would continue down the company hierarchy until everyone had reviewed the education and attended a principles-and-questions-based session to help people convince
themselves and build commitment to the change.
The cascade model of education helped to increase
understanding of the change and was a key mechanism
to reducing reactance because the foundation of the
approach was based on questions – some were asked
but most were surfaced and answered by peers, helping
a person persuade themselves. Instead of telling, people
were asking.
Endowment. Everyone has heard the old saying, “if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” People are married to what they’re
already doing. And unless what they’re doing is horrible,
generally they don’t want to switch. To ease the effects of
endowment, or people’s love of the status quo, catalysts
highlight how inaction can be very costly.
Early on, the executive and project teams determined
the cost of inaction. While the supply chain was performing at a level consistent with the industry and major
competitors, the teams looked to world class retailers like
Amazon to help determine the cost of complacency.
As an example, they correctly determined that, over
time, retailers like PAL would be expected to be in-stock
at exceptionally high levels—approaching 99%—for every
item, every day, in every store. Based on current performance they concluded that reaching these aspirational
levels would deliver tens of millions in additional annual
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revenue and resulting margins, as well
as improving their customer satisfaction and journeys.
In addition, they also highlighted and correctly
determined the potential bottom line impact that the
shift in consumer behaviors—to a more digital mindset
and shopping preference—could have on overall company and supply chain performance. Amazon and others
were driving a relentless and ongoing improvement in
deliveries and cycle times and the executive and project
team understood this and assessed that “waiting for the
future” just wouldn’t cut it.
As a result, the organization understood—both financially and potential improved capabilities—the cost of
inaction was huge and could not be ignored.
Distance. People have an innate anti-persuasion system,
but even when we just provide information, sometimes
it backfires. Why? Another barrier is distance, or how
far the change is, mentally. If new information is within
people’s zone of acceptance, they’re willing to listen. But
if it is too far away, in the region of rejection, everything
flips. Communication is ignored or, even worse, increases
opposition. To help ease this barrier, catalysts often ask,
initially, for less, instead of pushing for more.
The project team embraced this principle, which was
inherent in the overall plan. People would be educated
first about the concepts and principles of the change. If
that took longer than expected, which it did, the team
slowed the pace, allowing additional education sessions, always cognizant of the questions being asked and
the understanding and comfort people were displaying
regarding the change.
In addition to pace, another key tactic used to help
reduce distance was that the project team held numerous “lunch and learn sessions” (though sometimes they
were later in the day and were “beer and pizza” sessions,
but the idea is the same) designed to help people better
understand the new world, in their terms and language.
The team did not ask people to eat the entire elephant,
but rather small, digestible bite-sized chunks to help
them reduce the distance of the larger change.
A wonderful example of this was highlighted when the
project team helped a number of the category management
members understand that the new process would forecast
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sales by item/store based only on that item/store’s sales
history. During an early “lunch and learn” the team demonstrated, for the first time, a particular product and its
sales history and resulting forecast for a product from
the Edmonton, Alberta store. Upon seeing this, the initial reaction from the category leader was an emphatic:
“That’s wrong. There is no way that product could sell
like that in Edmonton.”
Thankfully, the project team and executive sponsor
listened and then said: “You may be right, because you
know the product better than us. Can you ask your
team members to also think about it?” The category
leader left the session and did what was requested.
There had been no push back. No confrontation.
What was remarkable is that during one of the subsequent sessions he asked if the project team could
demonstrate that product again and the forecast for the
Edmonton store. He then outlined to the room, including his peers, that he’d asked his team and did some
thinking and they all concluded that indeed that product in Edmonton not only could, but did sell like that.
Instead of focusing on the entire supply chain, the
understanding of why the process needed to create forecasts based on each products sales history for each store
had been confirmed. An important and small change
in terms of distance from the current state to the eventual future state. As he outlined to his peers, and they
agreed, they had never looked or thought about things
like this. He had convinced himself by asking questions
and reducing the distance of understanding.
Uncertainty. Almost always, change involves uncertainty.
In this case, would the new process be as good as hoped?
It’s hard to know this for sure, and this uncertainty often
makes people resistant to change. To overcome this,
catalysts make things easier to try.
To make things easier for people, the implementation would use ideas and mechanisms from the discipline of design thinking – using, often, the concept of
a prototype.
To allow for trial-ability, the team relied heavily on
what they would describe as a “process prototype.” A
process prototype is much like a product prototype—
essentially a “day in the life” of the new processes,
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executed with real data by the future planners and users
so that they understand, see and feel the new process.
It provides users a safe environment to experience the
new process after they have been educated and, critically, provides the implementation team with feedback
and input on the process and solution. They can share
what they like and what they don’t like, along with ideas
for improvement.
As an example, one of the process prototypes
focused on the common retail planning scenario of a
product discontinuation – how to exit a product from
the assortment with minimal product carryover and
without the typical large discounts as a product is trying to be sold off. The team had designed a process and
resulting workflows that provided much better visibility
for the category teams to make improved and more
profitable decisions.
They engaged the actual users in the prototype—allowing the end users to perform the process in a safe environment but, critically, with real and up to date data that the
business teams would recognize and resonate with. The
prototype went poorly in terms of keeping the process
consistent with what had been designed on paper.
However, as is the case with prototypes, the end
users surfaced some ideas and thinking that were
marked improvements on the current design and the
project team went back to iterate the design. As it
turned out, a member of the design team, sparked by
the idea that arose during the prototype, discovered little known or used functionality in the technology solution. The designs were altered and a new and improved
prototype was executed with the same business teams.
The result was almost universal acceptance of the new
design, which is used today to manage this key
business scenario.
The prototype not only surfaced a better way but also
something much more important in terms of reducing
barriers to change. It allowed business users the opportunity to test or try the new process and, importantly,
when they asked why the process seemed like too much
work, they were thrilled when the project team returned
with an answer to their question. From their view, the
design team had listened.
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The implementation team facilitated a series of small,
process prototypes to iterate and improve the process,
gaining buy-in from the planners and users, including
store personnel, operations, merchants and suppliers.
As users became more comfortable, they would communicate to their peers about how the new process
would likely work. By doing so, they were slowly “telling themselves” and their peers that the new approach
would work.
The prototype approach also provided the implementation team the opportunity to see how people ingrained
the education they had been previously provided—
what worked well, any struggles they encountered and
where the implementation team would need to provide
refresher education, training and coaching.
A process prototype approach generally takes a little
longer to implement a new process and solution, but,
importantly, it makes the change smoother and the
overall implementation faster and more sustainable.
That helps to ensure that the principles of the new
process are ingrained and that business results can
be sustained. In hindsight, the PAL project team concluded that the process prototypes allowed people to
trial the new process, and ultimately help them make
the shift in thinking.
Corroborating evidence. Sometimes no matter how
good is the design or idea, or no matter how knowledgeable or assured the people who are implementing, it is
not enough. Some things and some changes need more
proof. More evidence to help people overcome the
translation problem and become more comfortable with
the change. To overcome this barrier, catalysts find reinforcement through corroborating evidence.
The project team at Princess Auto embarked on
changing and integrating the entire retail supply chain—
from consumer/store to supplier—for all products, all
stores and all suppliers. The executive and project
teams understood that, according to current literature,
this had rarely been accomplished to scale in retail.
However, the teams did understand that components
and pieces of this integrated planning process had been
implemented and well established—both of which had
adhered to the concepts and principles of the flowcasting
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business process, the foundation for which the change was
built on. Two of Canada’s largest and most successful retailers provided a number of examples of the components of the
change and the effort to instill them.
For instance, Canadian Tire Corporation provided
significant evidence of the positive impact to suppliers
and the supply chain using the concepts of supplier
scheduling. In addition, the project team had intimate
and detailed knowledge of the lesson’s learned as
Loblaw Companies Limited had embarked on a similar
change a number of years before. When required, these
trump cards were played to help people understand they
were not charting completely undiscovered waters—
rather we would be putting all of the pieces and learnings together, connecting the retail supply chain from
consumer to factory, for all products, stores and suppliers.

Changing your framework
Change is hard, but also necessary. The transformation in
supply chain planning at Princess Auto was a significant
and very successful effort, providing the teams some
important learning’s. The most important is that change
is about people and people are emotional. In business,
remember Joe Jackman’s pearl of wisdom: “Change is a
human endeavor with business consequences.”
If Joe and others are right—and we concur from
experience—then change is not only about facts, figures and new ideas and thinking. It’s also about helping people make and instill the change – think differently and alter their mental models. People, of course,
resist change for many of the reasons outlined above.
To help them, barriers to change need to be reduced
or eliminated.
The transformation of planning processes at Princess Auto completely changed how product flows were
planned, from consumer to factory. In the process, hundreds of people had to change their day-to-day activities
and instill new ways of working.
A good design was important. Education helped a lot.
So too did ongoing dialogue, including surfacing and
asking lots of questions. In hindsight, however, reducing
the barriers or resistance to change was a critical, and
j
j
often overlooked, element of making it happen. j
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